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ARE KEY WORD SEARCHES 
KEY TO COMPETITION? AN 
ANALYSIS OF FTC v. 1-800 
CONTACTS
By Maureen K. Ohlhausen1

ABSTRACT
As consumers having increasingly turned to the Internet to find sellers, compare products 
and prices, and purchase items, the attention of antitrust agencies to online advertising 
and marketing markets has necessarily followed. This shift has required antitrust doctrine 
to try to sort out how various players may legally join forces, accommodate rivals, and 
settle disputes involving online advertising and marketing.

The latest example of these dynamics at play is the FTC’s decision in 1-800 Contacts, 
Inc. In 2016, the FTC brought an administrative complaint against 1-800 Contacts, the 
largest seller of contact lenses over the Internet, challenging settlements it entered with 
13 other online lens sellers to refrain from a certain type of online advertising (keyword 
searches) involving each others’ trademarked terms. The FTC administrative law judge 
upheld the complaint and, upon appeal, a majority of the Commission found that the 
agreements not to bid on each other’s trademarked terms in keyword searches and to im-
plement “negative keywords” that stopped ads from being placed in response to searches 
that included trademarked terms unreasonably restrained trade and harmed competition 
for the online sales of contact lenses and in bidding for search engine keywords.

What makes this case important is how the FTC applied precedent about advertising 
restrictions to the new world of online advertising and marketing, in particular key word 
advertising. The role of online advertising also lies at the heart of the disagreement be-
tween the majority and dissenting Commissioner Noah Joshua Phillips about how much 
the agreements affected competition, given the availability of other forms of advertising. 
In the majority’s view, key word search is not just one advertising channel among many, 
but a uniquely effective way to reach potential buyers. The fact that the agreements af-
fected a “particularly significant type of advertising for online sales at the crucial moment 
when sales are about to be made” was sufficient to show a substantial competitive effect.

1   Partner, Baker Botts L.L.P. I was a member of the FTC when it issued the complaint and sat as a Commissioner during 
the oral argument for 1-800 Contacts’ appeal of the ALJ liability decision. I retired from the Commission before it ruled on 
the appeal and issued the decision discussed in this article. This article is based solely on publicly available information.
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2   United States v. Bazaarvoice, Inc., 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 3284 (N.D. Cal. 2014) (challenging consummated acquisition 
of rival online review and rating platform).

3   See, e.g. Realcomp II Ltd., 2009 F.T.C. LEXIS 250 (2009) (charging unlawful restriction of distribution of information 
about discount real estate broker listings on MLS and the Internet in violation of Section 5 of the FTC Act); Realcomp II 
v. FTC, 635 F.3 815 (6th Circ. 2001) (upholding FTC decision); cert. denied, 132 S. Ct. 400 (2011); and United States v. Nat’l 
Assoc. of Realtors, 73 Fed. Reg. 36,104 (DOJ June 25, 2008) (settling claims that association suppressed competition 
from Internet-based real estate agents by restricting access to listings).

4   Case AT.39740 - Google Search (Shopping), Comm’n Decision (June 27, 017) (summary at 2018 O.J. (C 9) 11), available 
at http://ec.europa.eu/competition/antitrust/cases/dec_docs/39740/39740_14996_3.pdf.

5   In the Matter of 1-800 Contacts, Inc., Majority Opinion, FTC DOCKET NO. 9372 (Nov. 14, 2018) [hereinafter Maj. Op.], 
available at https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/cases/docket_no_9372_opinion_of_the_commission_redacted_
public_version.pdf. 

6   Id. at 1.

I. INTRODUCTION

As consumers having increasingly turned to the Internet to find sellers, compare products 
and prices, and purchase items, the attention of antitrust agencies to online advertising 
and marketing markets has necessarily followed. Notable cases include the DOJ’s chal-
lenge to Bazaarvoice’s purchase of PowerReviews,2 the FTC and DOJ’s online real estate 
listing cases,3 and the EU case against Google’s behavior in its display of shopping ads in 
connection with online searches.4 These cases, and others, are indicators of how much 
of the competitive battlefield has shifted to the online sphere. It is no exaggeration to 
say that the Internet, with its abundance of ad-supported free services and content, has 
reshaped advertising and marketing as thoroughly as did the advent of radio and televi-
sion in their day. In turn, this shift has required antitrust doctrine to try to sort out how 
various players may legally join forces, accommodate rivals, and settle disputes involving 
online advertising and marketing.
 
The latest example of these dynamics at play is the FTC’s decision in 1-800 Contacts, 
Inc.5 The FTC majority characterizes the case as grappling with “issues of enormous 
import” involving “consumer marketplaces that embody the very basic institutions of 
21st century commerce.”6 What does the FTC deem an enormously important issue and 
a basic institution of modern commerce? The answer is online advertising and marketing 
in general, and keyword search advertising in particular.
 
In 2016, the FTC brought an administrative complaint against 1-800 Contacts, the largest 
seller of contact lenses over the Internet, challenging settlements it entered with 13 other 
online lens sellers to refrain from a certain type of online advertising (keyword searches) 
involving each others’ trademarked terms. 1-800 Contacts had sued these competitors al-
leging that their use of the term “1-800 Contacts” to trigger ads that appeared on search 
engine results pages violated the company’s trademark, as well as the Lanham Act.

After an administrative trial, the FTC administrative law judge (“ALJ”) upheld the com-
plaint and the company appealed to the full Commission. In November 2018, a majority 
of the Commission found that the agreements not to bid on each other’s trademarked 
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terms in keyword searches and to implement “negative keywords” that stopped ads from 
being placed in response to searches that included trademarked terms, such as “1-800 
Contacts,” unreasonably restrained trade and harmed competition for the online sales of 
contact lenses and in bidding for search engine keywords.

Of course, the issue of the competitive impact of competitor agreements about advertis-
ing is hardly new for antitrust.7 What makes this case important, however, is how the 
FTC applies that precedent to the new world of online advertising and marketing, in 
particular key word advertising.8 The role of online advertising also lies at the heart of the 
disagreement between the majority and dissenting Commissioner Noah Joshua Phillips 
about how much the agreements affected competition, given the availability of other 
forms of advertising. Their dispute revolves around the import of a 1997 case dealing 
with a single agreement between two competitors not to advertise a name found confus-
ingly similar to a trademarked name. That case predated the advent of the consumer 
Internet, however, and its continued vitality given the revolutionary change to advertising 
and marketing brought about by the Internet is debatable.

The remainder of this article will discuss the basics of online advertising and key word 
searches, the competitive importance of advertising, the likely anticompetitive impact 
of advertising restrictions, and the different views of the FTC majority and dissenting 
positions regarding whether such concerns are, or should be, heightened in the online 
environment. Finally, it offers some thoughts about how antitrust may look at behavior 
implicating online advertising and marketing going forward.

II. PRIMER ON SEARCH ADVERTISING AND KEY WORDS

Before delving into the 1-800 Contact decision’s analysis of the competitive importance 
of online advertising and marketing, this section will provide a brief overview of search 
term advertising. Search engines, such as Google and Bing, offer what is called “organic 
search” on their search engine results page (or SERP), which are the links that the search 
engine’s algorithm generates in response to a user’s query. Search engines’ organic results 
represent the search engine’s assessment of the best answer to a user’s query, based on a 
variety of factors such as the popularity of websites. For example, a search for “contact 
lenses” may generate links to websites for lens manufacturers, eye care professionals, and a 
variety of lens sellers, both online and offline. The search engines do not sell ad placement 
in the organic results on the SERP or charge users for conducting the search.

7   E.g. California Dental Ass’n v. FTC, 121 F.T.C 190 (1996), aff’d, 128 F.3d 720 (9th Cir. 1997), rev’d, 526 U.S. 756 (1999), re-
manded, 224 F.3d 942 (9th Cir. 2000) and PolyGram Holding v. FTC, 136 F.T.C. 310 (2003), aff’d, 416 F.3d 29 (D.C. Cir. 2005).

8   Although the proper antirust treatment of intellectual property in settlements between competitors is a prominent 
part of the FTC decision, that topic is beyond the scope of this article. 
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Search engines instead sell ads, designated as such, that appear (either alongside or above) 
the organic results. If the user clicks on an ad on the SERP and goes to the advertiser’s 
website, the advertiser then pays a fee to the search engine. The ads are placed in response 
to the user’s search query through computerized auctions, in which advertisers submit 
bids to the search engines that specify their maximum price for placement on the SERP. 
Search engines do not simply place ads on their SERPs based on the highest bid by an 
advertiser, however. Instead, they employ sophisticated algorithms that consider the qual-
ity of the ad, as measured by whether it is relevant and useful to the user.

Search engines can charge a premium for advertising on SERPs because such ads are 
widely viewed as more effective than other advertising channels, given that they present 
ads to a person when he or she is more likely looking to buy a particular product. In con-
trast, it is hit or miss whether consumers are interested in a particular purchase when they 
see ads in other media — such as print, TV, or on news or entertainment websites.9 As a 
result, other advertising channels have lost revenue as online search advertising has grown, 
and many online retailers spend most of their advertising budget on search advertising.

Advertisers may rely on the search engine to identify pertinent auctions for them through 
algorithms or they may specify auctions they wish to enter by bidding on particular 
words or terms, called “keywords,” that appear in the user’s search query. Keywords can 
be any word or term that the advertiser believes will best target possible customers and, 
as the FTC majority in the 1-800 Contacts decision noted, “it is common for companies 
to pay search engines to present their ads in response to a user’s search query of another 
company’s brand name.”10 For example, a person searching for Toyota sedans may theo-
retically see ads for Kia and Honda cars on the SERP.

Some keywords may sweep too broadly. For example, a search for “glasses” might trigger 
ads for both an eyewear retailer and a kitchenware store. To overcome this effect, adver-
tisers can also employ “negative” keywords that prevent their ads from being placed if 
the user’s search also includes that term. Continuing the example, a keyword search for 
“glasses” with a negative keyword for “wine” would stop an ad for wine glasses from being 
placed in response to a query about eye glasses.

In the 1-800 Contacts case, the defendant entered into a series of agreements with most 
of its online rivals prohibiting each side from causing or allowing ads to appear in re-
sponse to a search for the other rival’s trademarks. These agreements not only prohibited a 
rival from using “1-800 Contacts” as a keyword, they also required that ”1-800 Contacts” 
be a negative key word. The agreements did not prohibit parties from bidding on generic 
keywords such as “contacts” or “contacts lens,” as long as they used negative keywords. 

9  As retailer John Wannamaker reportedly observed, “Half of my advertising is wasted. The problem is, I don’t know 
which half.”

10 Maj. Op., supra note 5, at 6. 
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Pursuant to these agreements, a rival’s ad would not appear in response to a user search 
for “1-800 Contacts,” a search for “cheaper than 1-800 Contacts,” or when the rival did 
not bid on the other party’s trademark as a keyword but the ad would have appeared 
because the search engine algorithm determined that the ad was relevant and useful to 
the consumer. Before these agreements, search engines displayed ads for many of 1-800 
Contacts’ retail competitors when those retailers bid on searches with “1-800 Contacts” 
as a keyword or because of the search engine’s algorithm.

This article will next explore the competitive importance of advertising. Finally, it will 
examine the disagreement between the majority and the dissent in the FTC’s 1-800 Con-
tacts decision about the extent to which agreements limiting keyword searches impacted 
competition, given that they do not prevent advertising through other channels.

III. THE COMPETITIVE IMPORTANCE 
OF ONLINE ADVERTISING AND MARKETING

The link between advertising and competition has long been recognized. As the Supreme 
Court explained over 40 years ago, advertising “serves to inform the public of the avail-
ability, nature, and prices of products and services, and thus performs an indispensable 
role in the allocation of resources in a free enterprise system.”11 The FTC has long been 
a defender of advertising and has submitted many amicus briefs and advocacy filings 
urging states and other actors to avoid restrictions on advertising beyond what is neces-
sary to prevent deception.12 The Commission has also brought antitrust enforcement 
actions challenging a variety of restrictions on advertising, including in cases such as 
those against the American Medical Association,13 Massachusetts Board of Registration 
in Optometry,14 California Dental Association,15 and PolyGram Holding.16 The FTC 
majority followed this traditional approach in the 1-800 Contacts decision. Highlighting 
the relationship between advertising and competition, the majority opinion pointed to 

11 Bates v. State Bar of Ariz., 433 U.S. 350, 364 (1977).

12 See, e.g. Federal Trade Comm’n Staff, Comments to the Dep’t of Health and Human Servs. Food and Drug Admin-
istration In the Matter of Request for Comment on First Amendment Issues, Docket No. 02N-0209 (Sept. 13, 2002), 
available at https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/advocacy_documents/ftc-staff-comment-food-and-
drug-administration-concerning-first-amendment-issues/fdatextversion.pdf and Brief of the Federal Trade Comm’n 
as Amicus Curie Supporting Arguments to Vacate Opinion 39 of the Comm. on Att’y Advertising Appointed by the S. Ct. 
of N.J. (No. 60,003) (May 9, 2007).

13 F.T.C. 701, 1010 (1979) (condemning an agreement among physicians not to advertise), aff’d, 638 F.2d 443 (2d Cir. 
1980), aff’d by an equally divided Court, 455 U.S. 676 (1982) (per curiam).

14 110 F.T.C. at 598 (condemning a licensing board’s ban on advertising).

15 121 F.T.C 190 (1996) (prohibiting professional organization from restricting, regulating, impeding, declaring unethi-
cal, or interfering with the advertising and publishing of the prices, terms or conditions of sale of dentists’ services and 
the solicitation of patients, patronage or contracts to supply dentists’ services).

16 136 F.T.C. 310 (2003) (condemning agreement between two record distributors to restrict discounts applying to 
products produced outside the joint venture).
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economic theory that “indicates that restrictions on this type of advertising are likely to 
harm competition” by interfering with the “flow of information between buyers and sell-
ers [that] is an essential part of the market system.”17

 
Specifically, the complaint in the 1-800 Contacts case alleged that the agreements pre-
vented competitors from disseminating certain types of online ads that would have in-
formed consumers that lenses were available at different prices, which reduced price com-
petition among online contact lens retailers and made it costlier for consumers to search 
prices offered by the retailers. As a result, at least some consumers paid higher prices for 
contact lenses.

In considering the competitive effect of the advertising restriction, the FTC majority not 
only harkened back to the Commission’s own case against PolyGram,18 it looked to the in-
fluential D.C. Circuit PolyGram19 decision for guidance. Consistent with the traditional 
FTC approach, the D.C. Circuit opinion views advertising as serving a vital competitive 
function in a free market system. It is therefore not surprising that the majority opinion 
relied heavily on PolyGram in its analysis, ultimately holding that the agreements 1-800 
entered with its competitors were “[i]nherently suspect” with a likely tendency to sup-
press competition.20 Using the PolyGram framework, the FTC majority found, “the Chal-
lenged Agreements are, in essence, agreements between horizontal competitors to restrict 
the information provided by advertising to consumers [that] consumers could have used 
. . . to compare and evaluate the prices and other features of competing online sellers . . . 
[making] consumer comparisons more difficult and costly to obtain.”21

IV. ARE CONCERNS ABOUT ADVERTISING 
AND MARKETING RESTRICTIONS HEIGHTENED 
IN THE ONLINE ENVIRONMENT?

The 1-800 Contacts decision updates and extends the PolyGram precedent into the world 
of online advertising and marketing, particularly search and keyword advertising. In the 
decision, the FTC highlighted that consumers use online search as a vital way to “discover 
vendors and compare products and services.” Describing paid search advertising as “an 

17 Maj. Op., supra note 5, at 20.

18 Id. at 21 (“Among the more recent cases, in PolyGram, we concluded that an agreement
between music companies not to advertise two recordings for a short time period was inherently
suspect. See PolyGram, 136 F.T.C. at 353-58.”).

19 PolyGram Holding, Inc. v. FTC, 416 F.3d 29 (D.C. Cir. 2005). It is worth noting that challenged agreement in PolyGram 
involved restrictions on advertising and discounting.

20 Maj. Op., supra note 5, at 19 (citing PolyGram).

21 Id. at 20. 
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important method for marketing contact lenses online to obtain new customers and in-
crease brand awareness,” the FTC majority deemed advertising that appears in response 
to particular search terms “especially effective” because the user sees the ad when he or 
she is very likely looking to purchase a product. They noted that this distinguishes it from 
traditional advertising channels, which may not have been able to target consumers with 
such precision at this crucial point in their purchase decision making.

In addition to laying out the inherently suspect mode of analysis, PolyGram also teaches 
that “as economic learning and market experience evolve,” so too will the competitive 
analysis of such restraints. The 1-800 Contacts majority took up this invitation by look-
ing not simply to whether there is an advertising restriction but in grappling with the fact 
that this restriction affected online search marketing and advertising. The majority found 
that the agreements restricted a particularly effective advertising channel, which presented 
competitive options to consumers at the crucial time when they were looking to make a 
purchase. They observed that the “settlement agreements effectively shut off an entire — 
and very important — channel of advertising triggered by an alleged use of the trademark 
in the generation of search advertising . . . effectively eliminating an entire channel of com-
petitive advertising at the key moment when the consumer is considering a purchase.”22  

By contrast, Commissioner Phillips’ dissent strongly disagreed that the settlement agree-
ments shut off a crucial advertising channel. Relying on a case that predated the explo-
sion of online advertising, Commissioner Phillips emphasized that the settlements “did 
not prevent 1-800 Contacts or other online contact lens retailers from engaging in any 
form of non-infringing advertising,” such traditional offline channels like print, TV, radio 
ads, or “other forms of electronic/online advertising,” such as “internet display advertis-
ing, affiliate marketing, social media advertising, and search engine optimization.”23 In 
his view, the settlements merely “reduce one avenue for discovering products” and “the 
cost of additional discovery is minimal: another search, a scroll down the results page, a 
moment’s hesitation.”24 He concluded that because the agreements did not restrict rivals 
from producing and selling competing products, “so long as they do not advertise in 
response to searches for 1-800 Contacts’ Trademarks” the link between the advertising 
restrictions and an effect on contact lens prices was “attenuated.”25

22 Maj. Op., supra note 5, at 14. 

23 In the Matter of 1-800 Contacts, Inc., Dissenting Statement of Commissioner Noah Joshua Phillips, FTC DOCKET NO. 
9372 (Nov 14, 2018), at 9 [hereinafter Dissent], available at https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/public_state-
ments/1421309/docket_no_9372_dissenting_statement_of_commissioner_phillips_redacted_public_version.pdf 
Commissioner Phillips also dissented on the ground that the “novel setting and questions this case raised precluded 
the proper application of an abbreviated [“quick look”] analysis.” Prepared Remarks of Commissioner Noah Joshua 
Phillips, IP and Antitrust Laws: Promoting Innovation in a High-Tech Economy (Mar. 20, 2019), available at 
https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/public_statements/1508165/app_association_keynote_final.pdf. 

24 Dissent at 12.

25 Id.
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V. A KEY DIFFERENCE IN VIEWS

At heart, the difference between the majority and the dissent in 1-800 Contacts lies in wheth-
er the view expressed in the 1997 case, that having a variety of advertising channels 
renders an advertising restraint on a single channel too narrow to have an anticompeti-
tive restraint, is still accurate today. Commissioner Phillips seemed to embrace this case 
as binding precedent and looked primarily at the number of other channels available.26 
The majority, by contrast, emphasized that “[o]nline search advertising is a key method 
for consumers to discover, compare, and reach online contact lens vendors and for lower-
priced retailers to compete . . . It enables online sellers to increase brand awareness and to 
obtain new customers . . . It is displayed at the key moment when the consumer is more 
likely to be looking to buy.”27

 
In the majority’s view, key word search is not just one advertising channel among many, 
but a uniquely effective way to reach potential buyers. Record evidence also demon-
strated that online lens sellers found it “much more effective in reaching potential buyers 
than other types of advertising,” generating “the most new customer orders and the most 
revenue.”28 Thus, unlike Commissioner Phillips’ view, the majority did not require the 
agreements to prohibit multiple avenues of advertising for online sales of contact lenses. 
The fact that they affected a “particularly significant type of advertising for online sales at 
the crucial moment when sales are about to be made” was sufficient to show a substantial 
competitive effect.29

VI. CONCLUSION

PolyGram’s prediction that “as economic learning and market experience evolve,” so too 
will the competitive analysis of such restraints, is borne out in the FTC’s 1-800 Contacts 
decision. The FTC majority found online search and key word advertising were key to 
competition because the person conducting the search had already signaled an interest in 
the product, and, for many users, an actual intent to buy. Thus, restricting this particular 
form of advertising had a strong impact on competition, despite the availability of other 
advertising channels.
 
Online search advertising, including key word advertising, has changed the advertis-
ing landscape, enriching search engines and reducing the value of traditional advertis-
ing channels such as TV and newspaper advertising. Antitrust analysis of advertising 
restraints is necessarily adapting to these seismic changes, as this case demonstrates.

26 “1-800 Contacts’ approach to promoting itself is ... through ‘a multichannel integrated marketing’ strategy.” Id. at 3.

27 Maj. Op., supra note 5, at 30.

28 Id. at 31.

29 Id. at 34.
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